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Maximise 

sales income 

Healy Consultants Group Pte Ltd to achieve total sales income of US$ 2m (excluding renewals) by: 

 

1. The most important event to close a sale is the post sales email CRO phone call with a potential Client. CROs have one chance to help the potential Client 

know we are the best Firm for them. CRO's will do this by i) including Simon in those phone calls and ii) include Aidan in those calls and iii) include Middle 

Management in those calls and iv) know the Client business web site before the call and v) do Google country research before the call and vi) know our 

country web pages and invoices before the call and vii) know what what regulatory license is required (if any) and viii) look for the opportunity to charge a 

small retainer fee to ensure Client is serious. Simon and Client Engagement Department Directors to implement procedures to ensure this strategies are 

implemented; 

 

2. Following completion of 1. above and for quality potential Clients only – Singaporean CROs to i) ensure an email follow up is sent a week later by Fari or 

Raka or Petar and ii) ensure potential Client receives an ‘email gift’ a week later from Raka. A week after that, the CRO to complete a phone call follow up 

with that quality potential Client. Asia CEO and Client Engagement Department Directors to implement procedures to ensure this strategies are implemented; 

 

3. For selected countries, we increase sales invoice fees where we can, including i) company secretary and legal registered office address and ii) project 

management fees and iii) nominee professional, passive resident director and national shareholders fees and iv) regulatory license license fees; 

 

4. With the help of Petar, Singaporean CROs to create more turnkey solutions including i) 5 Hong Kong companies with local multi-currency corporate bank 

accounts and and ii) 6 Singaporean offshore companies with 6 international multi-currency corporate bank accounts and iii) 3 Delaware LLC’s with local 

corporate bank accounts. To significantly help achieve this goal, it will be very helpful if CROs agree to be the shareholder and director and bank signatory 

of these dormant turnkey solutions. Asia CEO and Compliance to prepare a web page informing CROs of the litigation, financial and reputation risk and 

rewards of being the sole shareholder and director and bank signatory of a dormant shelf company; 

 

5. Simon and Client Engagement Department Head to convene quarterly sales training for their team, teaching them how to better close sales. Seminar agenda 

and strategies to be reviewed and approved by Aidan. Over coming days, Simon or Dept Head to send out re-occurring Ms Outlook quarterly meeting 

requests; 

 

 

6. Singaporean CROs to ring their existing quality clients and ask for more business! Including JLL, Encore, Zee, Zomato; 

 

7. This year we update all sales invoices on our business website to have i) more realistic fees and ii) quality notes and iii) correct headed stationery;  
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8. To secure a professional reference, Singaporean CRO's to help Marketing aggressively and skilfully negotiate with their multi-national Clients and suppliers. 

Immediately thereafter, the same to be posted on Google (but not as a Google review). For the search term ‘healy Consultants’, Aidan needs the first 10 

pages of Google to be flooded with professional references; 

 

9. Simon to weekly monthly and quarterly enforce the above strategies. Simon to quarterly review these CRO goals to confirm implementation. Over coming 

days, Simon to send out reoccurring calendar invites for the rest of the year; 

Sales invoice 

fees 

10. We consider to increase Singaporean business set up fees including i) resident director fees to US$ 2,900 and ii) legal registered office address to US$ 1,300 

and iii) employment visa fees to US$ 3,250 and iv) increase corporate bank account opening fees to US$7,950 for challenging countries and entities and v) 

assistance to find physical premises from US$950 to US$3,550 and vi) no project-management fees below US$5,950 for engagements requiring license 

approvals; 

 

11. For some countries, we consider decreasing sales invoice fees including i) jurisdictions which are low cost and fast in- fast out – juniors to close more of 

these (eg. some EU countries) and ii) check high ticket invoices (above US$40k) for which we receive inquiries and do not close enough sales and identify 

how we can minimize fees and maintain a healthy margin;  

Country web 

page Google 

rankings 

The Singaporean CRO team to assist to significantly improve the content quality of the following pages. The priority of the CRO team is however to close sales, 

not to maintain the website or improve google rankings so any modifications by the CRO will be completed only during periods during which business is quiet: 

12. Every week, Singaporean CROs to add quality content to country web pages which will increase Google rankings and make web pages more real to potential 

Clients. Specifically, CROs are expected to i) timely help IT Department weekly checklist plan and ii) timely action the ‘now that we have substantially 

completed the engagement’’ email’. Simon and Marketing Department to ensure their staff timely accurately and completely action these country web pages 

updates; 

 

13. To sell more Asian business set ups, the Singaporean CRO team to take aggressive action to improve the Google rankings of Singapore and Hong Kong 

and China and India and Malaysia and Australia. To achieve this goal, the CRO team will specifically do i) monthly meeting with the econ departments to 

recommend website changes and ii) assist to prepare up to date invoices and iii) supply feedback at the end of each engagement re what could be improved 

/ deleted / added to the country webpages and invoices.; 

 

 

New products 

and services  
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The Singaporean CRO team to develop new products and services advertised on our website including the below The priority of the CRO team is however to 

close sales, not to maintain the website or improve google rankings so any modifications by the CRO will be completed only during periods during which business 

is quiet:. 

14. Crypto-currency web pages by doing i) updating the pages to reflect the trend on the markets in 2019 ii) giving generic names to the packages (currently too 

centered on bitcoins) and iii) web page full of country crypto packages and iv) finding new PSP solutions willing to board cryptocurrency businesses and v) 

diversifying keywords for google rankings and vi) considering purchasing back crypto entities sold to our Clients which do not need them anymore; 

 

15. Financial services companies web pages by i) publishing at least 10 new invoices for financial entities not yet offered by Healy Consultants and ii) conducting 

research to identify licensing requirements and licensing strategies and iii) drafting a new page for “advisory services on licensing strategies and iv) drafting 

a new page for “qualified active director services” and iii) working with IT and econ to Google rank the pages for relevant key words 

 

16. Buying and selling PLC shelf companies by doing i) creating a  larger database of suppliers having companies for sale and ii) Google rankings for key words 

and iii) improving the layout of the current page and iv) seminar with CROs re what type of Clients can be interested by such product and v) determining a 

better advertising channel than google for this niche product; 

 

17. Buying and selling of banks by doing i) creating a  larger database of banks for sale and ii) Google rankings for key words and iii) understanding the bank 

licensing process iv) and the eligbility of bank license applicants v) speak to lawyers, investment banking consultants and M&A firms to see how we can we 

can work together to supply real options to our Clients vi) and investment banking consultant review the content of our webpages to make the information 

more relevant vii) review the wording of our webpages to ensure we receive actual quality inquiries viii) create or improve and tailor invoices to clearly 

reflect our services and  ix) improve sales-email quality of related services and x) consider to educate staff re M&A, IB and similar issues to be able to face 

competent Clients and xi) identify various available tools and databases that might help to advance these business lines.  

 

18. More crypto country solutions by doing i) Petar asking suppliers and ii) Estonian turnkey solution and iii) Caribbean solution ro be sourced and iv) Potential 

Bermuda turnkey for sale and v) learning in detail the licensing process in Malta and vi) and research alternatives to bitcoin and market on webpage; 

 

19. Creating web pages dedicated to Caribbean financial services solutions by doing quality invoices for popular entities including i) Cayman Excluded Person 

and ii) Cayman Brokerage licensed company and iii) Bahamas SMART funds (good for small external asset managers) and iv) BVI incubator fund and v) 

Cayman Islands 007 fund (larger asset managers) and vi) Belize forex licensed entity (from April 2019); 

 

20. We help Aidan publish USA business set up web pages by doing i) reviews of the content to be written by Aidan and ii) creating quality invoices for the 

entities selected by Aidan and iii) Google rankings for key words related to USA business setup and iv) getting Aidan pages also reviewed by quality USA 
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suppliers including Benjamin Glozman and v) preparing invoices for most commonly requested USA States including New York, Michigan, California, 

Wyoming, Nevada, Florida and Delaware; 

 

21. Sell more Chinese business set up sales by i) preparing a table of Chinese provinces and ii) update the Shanghai free zone page and iii) promote China 

business setup on social media and iv) quality review the China invoices and v) audit of China business setup fees and sales email and vi) recommend 

quality holding companies for China business setup; 

 

22. Dubai or the Singapore CROs create and rank an oil and gas web page, that is a moon link on home page. This web page to include i) multiple country 

packages like Angola and ii) comparison table of oil and gas countries like Abu Dhbai, Angola, Saudi Qatar  Russia Brazil Kuwait and iii) specific section 

dedicated to licensing requirements for oil and gas in those countries and iv) incentives provided by the Government;  

Financial 

services 

business set 

ups 

We increase the sale of financial services companies by: 

23. Improving our awareness of financial services solutions in Cyprus, Caymans and Bahamas and Malta and Isle of Man and Mauritius;  

 

24. Add a financial services web page to each of these countries including a detailed comparison table; comparing and contrasting different financial services 

companies in that country; 

Client 

engagements 

logistics 

25. Minimize total engagement period by i) better quality detailed project planning and ii) communicate with banks earlier in the engagement and iii) choose 

quality suppliers and iv) simplify Customer KYC procedures and v) simplify supplier KYC procedures and vi) simplify procedures to prepare Detailed project 

plans and vii) considering to use local suppliers as temporary resident directors even when this is not required and viii) using local suppliers to fast-open 

corporate bank accounts with their preferred local bank; 

26. Improve engagement planning by i) frequently referring to this web page and ii) CROs to copy paste sentences from a pool of quality detailed project plans 

in a dedicated shared folder and iii) getting detailed project plans systematically reviewed by at least 2 suppliers for new countries; 

 27. Minimize Client complaints by i) including these web pages in Client deliverables and ii) keeping weekly detailed engagement status updates shorter and 

more factual and iii) communicating in a transparent and open manner re what is feasible and what’s not and iv) reviewing website timelines to ensure they 

reflect the 2019 reality of business setup and v) considering working with experienced suppliers for engagements we are unfamiliar with; 

 28. Weekly detailed engagement status updates to be shorter by i) including detailed project plan every second week and ii) each sentence to be one line and 

iii) minimize the “other considerations” section and iv) a cap on the maximum number of hyperlinks per email to Clients; 
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 29. Multi-national Clients files to be signed off quicker by i) streamlining our KYC requests and ii) using the new client file checklist prepared by Simon and Cai 

Xin and iii) weekly report listing engagements for which checklists are not signed yet and iv) involving more often Simon when CROs are facing challenges 

with Clients to secure KYC documentation and v) monthly meetings between Client Engagement Department Directors and Compliance to discuss KYC 

challenges and solutions; 

 30. CRO's to optimize quality quantity output by i) Donovan putting macros on their outlook and ii) Aidan seminar on outlook emails management and iii) give 

feedback to the management team re how we can simplify internal procedures and iv) consider purchasing a quality CRM system; 

Fill the 

inventory of 

turnkey 

solutions web 

page  

31. We need an turnkey solution ready to buy from suppliers including i) 2 Greece and ii) 2 Venezuela and iii) 2 Argentina and iv) 2 Brazil and v) 2 South Africa 

and vi) 2 Oman and vii) 3 Australian and i) 2 New Zealand and ii) 3 Russian and iii) 2 mexico and iv) 2 Iraqi and v) 2 china and vi) 2 New Zealand and vii) 2 

France and i) 2 Cyprus. Petar will be a great help here, because he daily communicates with global suppliers for turnkey solutions. Allocate some of these 

countries to the Dubai office; 

 

32. CROs to prepare quality sales invoices on this web page, so we can send this page to potential multi-national Clients and impress them with the range of 

ready to go solutions we have;  

Minimize 

costs 

33. CROs to minimize suppliers’ fees by i) negotiating for discounts and ii) registering entities in house where this is feasible and iii) sourcing systematically 

multiple suppliers for benchmark of costs and iv) Aidan supplying systematically sales inquiries so we can pass over to our preferred suppliers and v) 

considering paying 100% of the fees upfront in exchange of a larger discount of 20%; 

 

34. CRO's to minimize office running costs by i) minimizing paper consumption and ii) switching off their computers when they leave the office and iii) using grab 

and other apps instead of taxis and iv) using Vimala for certification instead of Trinel whenever possible; 

Suppliers are 

our partners 

35. We optimize our business relationships with our global suppliers by i) supplying them reference letters at the end of the engagement and ii) settling their 

fees in a timely manner and iii) supplying them quality queries when we are unable to do the same in-house and iv) offer them to register companies for 

their Clients everywhere in the world (for fees) and v) for quality suppliers with whom we have been working for at least 3 years, consider offering them 

free of charge business cards and vi) end of year 2019 “thank you cards” for quality supplier; 

Staff 36. During the year and depending on sales volume and business needs, the region CEOs to consider recruiting some of the following: i) 1 more junior 

Chinese speaking CRO for Singapore/Malaysia and ii) 1 junior French speaking CRO for Dubai/Singapore or Slovakia (helpful for African francophone 

countries) and iii) 1 native British/American junior CRO for Singapore/Malaysia or Slovakia and iv) 1 Japanese speaking CRO for Singapore/Malaysia and 

v) 1 Portuguese speaking CRO for Singapore/Malaysia or Dubai and vi) 1 German speaking CRO for Singapore/Malaysia or Dubai or Slovakia; 
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37. During the year, Kunal & Chrissi to recruit i) 1 junior Arabic speaking CRO or PRO and ii) 1 chinese speaking Compliance-CRO and iii) 1 Indian 

accountant-CRO and iv) a substitude of Eli for Front officer; Be alert in case we find 1 british/Australian/American CRO and 1 French CRO to be trained for 

Middle Management; 

 

38. Aidan to be a French employee or consultant of the Singaporean company, receiving € 20,000 per annum salary or fee, remitted into France; 

 39. Under the supervision of Simon, the CRO team to optimize remunerations benefits including i) health care insurance and ii) annual bonus and iii) simpler 

procedures to claim engagement bonuses and iv) higher amount of paid leave and v) other benefits which are standard in the industry; 

Supervision 40. Simon to conduct a weekly CRO meeting in the boardroom to i) discuss engagement problems and solutions and ii) share ideas and engagement experiences 

and iii) discuss what is going well and not and iv) progress made on 2019 goals and v) ideas to simplify and streamlines HC procedures and vi) other offices 

issues involving CROs (eg. KYC). Over coming days, Simon to send his CRO team a reoccurring weekly calendar invite to lock this hour in; 

 

41. The Client Engagement Department Head to maintain an up to date i) org chart and ii) expertise table (click link) and iii) ensure their staff have read all sub 

pages on this web page and iv) consider a 2 week introduction for new joiners during which they work with multiple departments before being permanently 

assigned to CRO department; 

 

42. Create a web page on CEO responsibilities; 

 

43. Create a web page on Middle Management responsibilities; 

44.  

45. One of the CEOs to send out reoccurring calendar invites for i) Middle managers to conduct weekly one-to-one staff meeting with Juniors to discuss clients 

and internal tasks and ii) Senior Managers to conduct bi-weekly meeting with Middle managers to discuss team clients and internal tasks and iii) CRO 

Department heads located in different offices to conduct quarterly meetings to discuss and share information and iv) monthly each CRO staff to conduct 

internal knowledge sharing seminars – (e.g.: company setup in a new jurisdiction, taxation, compliance, etc.)and v) Middle Managers to set 6 month sales 

targets (as guidance for juniors/new joiners); 

46.  

47. Simon to supply a roadmap to Aidan re terms and conditions to be resident director of Healy Consultants Group Pte LTD. Proceed with the appointment 

after all parties agree; 

Other  48. The i) sales email ii) retainer fee email iii) engagement advancement iv) detailed project plan templates to be significantly shortened and improved; 

 

49. More-timely accurately and completely Client files sign off; 
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50. Get the telephone system correct including i) phone forwarding and ii) timely answer incoming calls and iii) move towards cell phones and 

recording conversations with our new app and iv) boardroom TV and v) sell min-projector and vi) buy an owl; 
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Type Dubai CRO Department 2019 plan 

US$2M sales Achieve total sales income of US$2M (excluding renewals) from US$1.3M in 2018 by:, 
 
1. The most important event to close a sale is the post sales email phone call with a potential Client. Dubai team has one chance to 

help the potential Client know we are the best Firm for them. Dubai team will do this by i) including CEO (Kunal and Chrissi) in 
those phone calls and ii) include Aidan in those calls and iii) include Middle Management (Evgeniya and Seth) in those calls and 
iv) know the Client business web site before the call and v) do Google country research before the call and vi) know our country 
web pages and invoices before the call and vii) know what what regulatory license is required (if any) and viii) look for the opportunity 
to charge a small retainer fee to ensure Client is serious. Kunal and Chrissi to implement procedures to ensure this strategies are 
implemented; 

 
2. Following completion of 1. above and for quality potential Clients only – Dubai CRO's to i) ensure an email follow up is sent a week 

later and ii) ensure potential Client receives an ‘email gift’ a week later. A week after that, the Dubai CRO to complete a phone call 
follow up with that quality potential Client. Kunal and Chrissi to implement procedures to ensure this strategies are implemented; 

 
3. For all countries, we increase sales invoice fees where we can, including i) company secretary and legal registered office address 

and ii) project management fees and iii) nominee professional, passive resident director and national shareholders fees and iv) 
regulatory license license fees; 

 
4. Dubai team to create more turnkey solutions including i) 3 Dubai offshore companies and ii) 2 USA companies with local corporate 

bank accounts with Petar and iii) iv) 4 Singaporean offshore companies with 4 international multi-currency corporate bank accounts 
and v) 3 Germany turnkey solutions with Petar and vi) 3 Indian turnkey solutions and vii) 3 Saudi Arabian turnkey solutions and 
viii) 2 UK companies with local corporate bank accounts with Petar. To significantly help achieve this goal, it will be very helpful if 
Dubai team agrees to be the shareholder and director and bank signatory of these dormant turnkey solutions. Kunal, Chrissi, Simon 
and Compliance to prepare a web page informing CROs of the litigation, financial and reputation risk and rewards of being the sole 
shareholder and director and bank signatory of a dormant shelf company; 

 
5. Kunal & Chrissi to convene quarterly sales training for their team, teaching them how to better close sales. Seminar agenda and 

strategies to be reviewed and approved by Aidan. Over coming days, Chrissi and Simon and Petar to send out re-occurring Ms 
Outlook quarterly meeting requests; 

 
6. Every week, Dubai CROs to add quality content to country web pages which will increase Google rankings and make web pages 

more real to potential Clients. Specifically, Dubai CROs are expected to i) timely help IT Department weekly checklist plan and ii) 
timely action the ‘now that we have substantially completed the engagement’’ email’. Kunal, Chrissi and Marketing Department to 
ensure their staff timely accurately and completely action these country web pages updates; 
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Type Dubai CRO Department 2019 plan 

   
7. Dubai CROs to ring their existing quality clients and ask for more business! Including JLL, Encore, Zee, Zomato etc; 

 
8. This year Dubai team to help update all sales invoices on our business website to have i) more realistic fees and ii) quality notes 

and iii) correct headed stationery; 
 
9. Kunal & Chrissi to weekly monthly and quarterly enforce the above strategies. Kunal & Chrissi to quarterly review these Dubai CRO 

goals to confirm implementation. Over coming days, Kunal and Chrisi to send out reoccurring calendar invites for the rest of the 
year; 

Staff 1. During the 2019 year, Kunal & Chrissi to recruit i) 1 junior Arabic speaking CRO or PRO and ii) 1 chinese speaking Compliance- 
CRO and iii) 1 Indian accountant-CRO and iv) a substitude of Eli for Front officer and v) one Chinese CRO. Be alert in case we 
find 1 British/Australian/American CRO and 1 French CRO to be trainned for Middle Management; 

 
2. The Dubai team to work with Kunal & Chrissi to optimize remunerations benefits including i) health care insurance and ii) simpler 

procedures to claim engagement bonuses; 

Pay Aidan’s French company a salary 
for him helping Dubai team with 
Client engagements 

3.   Aidan to issue invoices when needed; 

Country web page Google rankings The Dubai team to assist to significantly improve the content quality of: 

10. To sell more Middle East business set ups, the Dubai CRO team to take aggressive action to improve the Google rankings of 
Dubai, KSA, Kuwait and Oman and Bahrain. To achieve this goal, the Dubai CRO team will specifically i) add quality content to 
country web pages and ii) update sales invoices notes and iii) update sales invoices fees and iv) and supply feedback at the end 
of each engagement re what could be improved / deleted / added to the country webpages and invoices; 

 
11. To sell more African business set ups, the Dubai team to take aggressive action to improve the Google rankings of South Africa, 

Kenya, Mozambique and Zambia, Ghana by i) prepare a comparison table of these countries after ii) dramatically improving the 
quality of content on African web pages and iii) updating sales invoices notes and iv) updating sales invoices fees and v) and 
supplying feedback at the end of each engagement re what could be improved / deleted / added to the country webpages and 
invoices; 
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  12. Fill the first 5 pages of Google with professional references (not Google reviews); 

Sales invoice fees 13. For the countries mentioned above we consider decreasing sales invoice fees including i) jurisdictions which are low cost and fast 
in- fast out – juniors to close more of these and ii) check high ticket invoices (above US$40k) for which we receive inquiries and do 
not close enough sales and identify how we can minimize fees and maintain a healthy margin; 

 
14. For the countries mentioned above we consider to increase business set up fees; 

New products and services The Dubai CRO team to develop new products and services advertised on our website including the below The priority of the Dubai 
CRO team is however to close sales, not to maintain the website or improve google rankings so any modifications by the Dubai CRO 
will be completed only during periods during which business is quiet:. 

15. Kunal to support Vlad and Saido re buying and selling of banks by doing i) creating a larger database of banks for sale and ii) 
Google rankings for key words and iii) understanding the bank licensing process iv) and the eligibility of bank license applicants 
v) speak to lawyers, investment banking consultants and M&A firms to see how we can we can work together to supply real 
options to our Clients vi) and investment banking consultant review the content of our webpages to make the information more 
relevant vii) review the wording of our webpages to ensure we receive actual quality inquiries viii) create or improve and tailor 
invoices to clearly reflect our services and ix) improve sales-email quality of related services and x) consider to educate staff re 
M&A, IB and similar issues to be able to face competent Clients and xi) identify various availuiable tools and databases that 
might help to advance these business lines. 

 
16. We create country web pages re Puerto Rico including i) advantages and disadvantages and ii) business entities types and iii) 

landing table and iv) accounting and tax and v) invoices for the most popular entities registered in Puerto Rico. Then econ 
department to Google rank for key words these pages; 

 
17. Sell more CIS countries like Ukraine, Belarus, Georgia and Kazakhstan by i) preparing a comparison table of these CIS countries 

and ii) add quality content to country web pages and iii) update sales invoices notes and iv) update sales invoices fees and v) and 
supply feedback at the end of each engagement re what could be improved / deleted / added to the country webpages and invoices; 

 
18. Sell more Scandinavian business set ups by i) optimizing our invoies, ii) signing more quality service agreements, and iii) modifying 

2 scandinavian country webpages and iv) and reading multiple doing business guides before Client calls and v) increase Google 
rankings for key words; 
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  19. Sell more German business set ups with Petar by i) promoting shelf companies to UK Clients and ii) agree with Olivia a SM strategy 
and iii) optimize project plans and invoices for all types of structures and iv) increase Google rankings for key words and vi) and 
negotiate with supplier to find German turnkey 

 
20. Sell more Ukraine business set ups by i) advertising on social media ii) adding quality content to country web pages and iii) update 

sales invoices notes and iv) update sales invoices fees and v) and supply feedback at the end of each engagement re what could 
be improved / deleted / added to the country webpages and invoices; 

Fill the inventory of turnkey solutions 
web page 

21. We need a turnkey solution ready to buy from suppliers including i) 2 Argentina and iv) 2 Brazil and v) 2 South Africa and vi) 2 
Oman and ii) 3 Russia and iv) 2 Iraqi. Petar will be a great help here, because he daily communicates with global suppliers for 
turnkey solutions; 

 
22. Dubai CROs to prepare quality sales invoices on this web page, so we can send this page to potential multi-national Clients and 

impress them with the range of ready to go solutions we have; 

Client engagements logistics 23. Dubai team to minimize total engagement period by i) better quality detailed project planning and ii) communicate with banks earlier 
in the engagement and iii) choose quality suppliers and iv) simplify Customer KYC procedures and v) simplify supplier KYC 
procedures and vi) simplify procedures to prepare Detailed project plans and vii) considering to use local suppliers as temporary 
resident directors even when this is not required and viii) using local suppliers to fast-open corporate bank accounts with their 
preferred local bank; 

24. Improve engagement planning by i) frequently referring to this web page and ii) Dubai CRO's to copy paste sentences from a 
pool of quality detailed project plans in a dedicated shared folder and iii) getting detailed project plans systematically reviewed by 
at least 2 suppliers for new countries; 

25. Minimize Client complaints by i) including these web pages in Client deliverables and ii) keeping weekly detailed engagement 
status updates shorter and more factual and iii) communicating in a transparent and open manner re what is feasible and what’s 
not and iv) reviewing website timelines to ensure they reflect the 2019 reality of business setup and v) considering working with 
experienced suppliers for engagements we are unfamiliar with; 

26. Weekly detailed engagement status updates to be shorter by i) including detailed project plan every second week and ii) each 
sentence to be one line and iii) minimize the “other considerations” section and iv) a cap on the maximum number of hyperlinks 
per email to Clients; 
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  27. Multi-national Clients files to be signed off quicker by i) streamlining our KYC requests and ii) using the new client file checklist 
prepared by Simon and Cai Xin and iii) weekly report listing engagements for which checklists are not signed yet and iv) involving 
more often Simon when CROs are facing challenges with Clients to secure KYC documentation and v) monthly meetings between 
Client Engagement Department Directors and Compliance to discuss KYC challenges and solutions; 

28. Dubai CRO's to optimize quality quantity output by i) Donovan putting macros on their outlook and ii) Aidan seminar on outlook 
emails management and iii) give feedback to the management team re how we can simplify internal procedures and iv) consider 
purchasing a quality CRM system; 

Minimize costs 29. Dubai CROs to minimize suppliers’ fees by i) negotiating for discounts and ii) registering entities in house where this is feasible 
and iii) sourcing systematically multiple suppliers for benchmark of costs and iv) Aidan supplying systematically sales inquiries so 
we can pass over to our preferred suppliers and v) considering paying 100% of the fees upfront in exchange of a larger discount 
of 20% and v) PSP suppliers payments; 

 
30. Dubai CRO's to minimize office running costs by i) minimizing paper consumption and ii) switching off their computers when they 

leave the office and iii) using grab and other apps instead of taxis and iv) using Vimala for certification instead of Trinel whenever 
possible; 

Suppliers are our partners 31. We optimize our business relationships with our global suppliers by i) supplying them reference letters at the end of the 
engagement and ii) settling their fees in a timely manner and iii) supplying them quality queries when we are unable to do the 
same in-house and iv) offer them to register companies for their Clients everywhere in the world (for fees) and v) for quality 
suppliers with whom we have been working for at least 3 years, consider offering them free of charge business cards and vi) end 
of year 2019 “thank you cards” for quality supplier; 

Supervision 32. K & C to conduct a weekly Dubai CRO meeting in the boardroom to i) discuss engagement problems and solutions and ii) share 
ideas and engagement experiences and iii) discuss what is going well and not and iv) progress made on 2019 goals and v) ideas 
to simplify and streamlines HC procedures and vi) other offices issues involving CROs (eg. KYC). Over coming days, Eli to send 
his CRO team a reoccurring weekly calendar invite to lock this hour in; 

 
33. K & C to maintain an up to date i) org chart and ii) expertise table (click link) and iii) ensure their staff have read all sub pages on 

this web page and iv) consider a 2 week introduction for new joiners during which they work with multiple departments before 
being permanently assigned to CRO department; 

 
34. Create a web page on Middle Management responsibilities; 
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35. Kunal & Chrissi to send out recurring calendar invites for i) Middle managers to conduct weekly one-to-one staff meeting with
Juniors to discuss clients and internal tasks and ii) Senior Managers to conduct bi-weekly meeting with Middle managers to
discuss team clients and internal tasks and iii) CRO Department heads located in different offices to conduct monthly meeting to
discuss and share information and iv) monthly each CRO staff to conduct internal knowledge sharing seminars – (e.g.: company
setup in a new jurisdiction, taxation, compliance, etc.) and v) Middle Managers to set 6 month sales targets (as guidance for
juniors/new joiners);

Other 36. Open multiple European multi-currency corporate bank accounts for Healy Consultants Dubai LLC;

37. More-timely accurately and completely Client files sign off;

38. Get a big safe;

39. Get the telephone system correct including i) phone forwarding and ii) timely answer incoming calls and iii) move towards
cell phones and recording conversations with our new app and iv) boardroom TV and v) sell min-projector and vi) buy
an owl;

40. Regulatory license preparation;

--------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------- 
Aidan Healy Chrissi Zamora Kunal Fabiani Seth Ochieng 

----------------------- 
Elizabeth  Achieng 

----------------------- ----------------------- ----------------------- 
Evgeniya Salamonava Henry James Beck Renata Sultangulova 

----------------------- 
Sarah  Cartwright
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